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            NOVA-RELAX® 

Relaxation and 

birthing pool 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 

  Headfirst to life  

   Advantages of birthing pool  Nova- Relax®                                          
 

1. Wide bathtub edge  (100 mm) for shoring  as well as for storage 
2. The depth oft he bathtub ist much more shallow,  in ordert o offer even the smallest possible working  

space. This also has a positive effect on the cleansing of the birth-tub.  
3. Inside, ergonomic tub handles provide the best support for the birthing woman.  

Furthermore, the bath handles offer no possibility to deposit dirt and bacteria.   
4. Doubtful footrest allows smaller as well as larger women to take an optimal and above all  

safe position in the childbirth.  
5. Wide staircases with laminated slides ensure the necessary safety when entering the bath tub. The stainless 

steel handrail provides a secure hold. 
6. Easy positioning of the stairs at any position by integratet castor system.   
7. Reduced capacity of the bath tub as opposed to other baths, allows faster emptying and saves costs for 

consumption water.  

   Technical data:  
     Length: 
     Width: 
     Height: 
     Width of pool rim 
     Weight empty: 
     Water filling: 
     Water level: 
      
 

1750 mm 
1250 mm 

740 mm 
100 mm 

65 kg 
up to 250 l 

580 mm 
 

             

                                          



 

Pool grips – designed with midwives 
     -taking into account the hygienic regulations –  
 

    

           

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specially developed open chromed handles are installed outside the water filling of the birthing and  
relaxation bathtub and comply with the highest hygienic regulations.   

 
The open, fully encapsulated fixings of the handles are located outside the interior of the bathtub, 
 thus avoiding permanent contamination with sewage. 
 
An ergonomic positioning of the open chromed handles, gives the hands of the mother the 
possibility  
to form a line with the forearm.  The body-friendly grip position allows to take an active birth 
posture. 

 
Compared to the closed handles a simpler and more thorough cleaning of the open chrome handles 
is ensured.  

                

                                          

 

     

  

The swivelling cord Variotrac® in combination with the birthing and relaxation pool  

 



 

    Equipment 
 

 

 

  

 

Inflow tap 
With 2 pluggabnle inflow arcs for a 
faster filling oft he tub 

PALL- Filter  
For prevention of water  germ 
infektion and legionella 
infection. 

Option for stair landing 
2 castors at the handrail,  
by tilting the staircase 
manoeuvring is very easy 

 

 

   

 

Under water spotlights 
Provide subtle lighting for low-light 
areas 

Lightning set  spectrallight 
Ensures a pleasant bathing 
experience through atmospheric 
lighting effects in the water 

 

heating 
Prevents a quick cooling of the 
bath water. 

 

 
 

 

 

Integrated holding system 
Rotatable, incl. 5 eyelets, carabiner 
and rope 

 PELVITUB®-cushion 
Properly fixing by 9 suction cups, 
multifunctional in use 
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